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Abstract
Neural networks using transformer-based architec-
tures have recently demonstrated great power and
flexibility in modeling sequences of many types. One
of the core components of transformer networks is
the attention layer, which allows contextual infor-
mation to be exchanged among sequence elements.
While many of the prevalent network structures thus
far have utilized full attention—which operates on all
pairs of sequence elements—the quadratic scaling of
this attention mechanism significantly constrains the
size of models that can be trained. In this work, we
present an attention model that has only linear re-
quirements in memory and computation time. We
show that, despite the simpler attention model, net-
works using this attention mechanism can attain com-
parable performance to full attention networks on
language modeling tasks.
Introduction
Recently, neural architectures based on attention—
rather than recurrence—have driven significant im-
provements in solving sequence-based problems re-
lated to language [1–5], images [5], and even mu-
sic [6, 7]. The core idea of attention is similar in
concept to that of learning localized, filter-based fea-
tures in CNNs [8–11]; however, rather than learning
location-based filters, these attention mechanisms op-
erate on the content of sequence elements. For the
applications we focus on in this work, full dot-product
attention [1] has been most prevalently used in the
literature. This type of attention is quite powerful
and has been successfully applied to many types of
problems; however, because it operates on all pairs
of elements that exist within a sequence (for self-
attention) or between target and reference sequences
(for general attention), full dot-product attention ex-
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hibits quadratic scaling behavior with respect to se-
quence length. To enable efficient modeling of longer
sequences with greater correlation lengths, recent re-
search has focused on finding more scalable attention
mechanisms [4, 5, 12–14].
In this work we present an attention mechanism
that is linear in time and memory requirements. This
“agglomerative attention”—loosely inspired by ideas
from protein folding—works by defining a fixed num-
ber of classes. Target sequence elements assigned to
each class receive a summary representation of all ref-
erence elements belonging to that class. We measure
the impact of the agglomerative attention algorithm
by replacing the full dot product self-attention lay-
ers of universal transformers [2] with agglomerative
attention and measure model performance on both
character- and word-level language modeling tasks.
Other Attention Models
Full multi-head dot-product attention. In the
typical multi-head dot product attention scheme [1],
functions are learned that produce key, query, and
value vectors k, q, and v for each pair of elements be-
tween two sequences (or, in the case of self-attention,
all pairs of locations within a single sequence). From
these vectors an attention vector is produced:
attention = softmax
(
q · k√
d
)
v
where d is the dimensionality of k and q. Typically
the attention is split into multiple heads, with each
head learning its own set of key, query, and value
mappings. For applications in self-attention where
sequence elements should not be able to “see the
future”—such as language modeling—a mask is ap-
plied to prevent queries from attending to keys later
in the sequence by setting the softmax argument to
a large negative value.
Block self-attention networks. Bidirectional
block self-attention networks [12] split sequences into
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fixed-sized blocks. Attention is then applied between
all pairs of elements within each block, followed by at-
tention between all pairs of blocks. This enables fine-
scale attention for elements within the same block in
conjunction with coarser attention between pairs of
elements that belong to different blocks.
Transformer-XL models. The Transformer-XL
architecture [4] combines attention and recurrence by
splitting the inputs into segments. Sequence elements
are allowed to attend to elements within the same
segment as well as a hidden state from the previ-
ous segment, which is propagated between segments
much like the hidden state of typical recurrent neural
networks. Segmenting the full attention calculation
in this way allows the method to transition smoothly
between the O(N) runtime of an RNN scheme and
the O(N2) calculations for full attention between all
elements as the segment size increases.
Star transformers. Star transformers [13] make
use of both local and global connections by connect-
ing elements via a hub-and-spoke connective scheme.
Sequence elements attend directly to their neighbors
in the sequence and indirectly to the rest of the se-
quence through a central relay node. This relay node
allows information to flow from any node to any other
node within two steps of function applications.
SegTree transformers. SegTree transform-
ers [14] perform a binary tree reduction of atten-
tion operations over sequence elements, operating in
N log(N) time in the size of the sequence. Depending
on the application, the same basic tree structure can
be used to summarize (for example, in text classifi-
cation) or transform (as used in language modeling)
the input sequence.
Sparse transformers. Sparse transformers [5]
utilize a sparse attention mask for each sequence ele-
ment. For example, in an image generation task, one
could use a strided attention pattern wherein each
pixel attends to not only the previous pixel, but also
the pixel above or below it. Strided attention is par-
ticularly useful for sequences where one can isolate
a second dominant lengthscale, as in images [5] and
music [7].
Methods
Agglomerative Attention
Rather than learning a function to operate on pairs of
sequence elements and produce an affinity, agglomer-
ative attention groups observations into two or more
classes and relays a summary of each class back to the
elements of that class. This idea is coarsely inspired
by the proposed mechanism of hydrophobic collapse
in protein folding [15–19] whereby, as one of the first
steps of folding, hydrophobic residues rapidly asso-
ciate with each other in order to minimize exposure
to the solvent before forming more refined structural
elements. To adapt this biological process into an
algorithm for attention, we choose to classify each
sequence element as one of many (rather than two)
types and do not concern ourselves with dynamics or
details of the interactions between sequence elements,
instead simply averaging the representation of all el-
ements for each type.
Given sequences of inputs x
{r,q}
ij , with i ∈ [1, t{r,q}]
specifying the time indices for reference and query se-
quences (r and q, respectively), and j ∈ [1, d] specify-
ing an embedding dimension, we first formulate soft
class assignments cik for each sequence element ele-
ment into one of k ∈ [1,m] classes:
c
{r,q}
ik = softmax(x
{r,q}
ij W
{r,q}
jk + b
{r,q}
k )
Similar to standard multi-head attention, we keep
the representation width constant by projecting the
input vector to dimension d/m using a matrix P k for
each class. Projected reference sequence elements are
averaged over time using the soft class assignments in
one of two ways, depending on whether attending to
the future should be allowed (full) or not, in the case
of self-attention (masked):
nik =
i∑
τ=1
crτk
ak,maskedi` =
1
nik
i∑
τ=1
crτkxτjP
k
j`
ak,full` =
1
ntrk
tr∑
τ=1
crτkxτjP
k
j`
The averaged projections from each class are then
concatenated and multiplied by another matrix to
couple the outputs of each class to that of the layer,
qij :
pij = concatenate(c
q
i1a
1
i , c
q
i2a
2
i , . . . , c
q
ima
m
i )
qij = Qpij
For self-attention, we maintain separate weights
for classifying sequence elements as the reference and
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query sequence, enforcing a directed information flow
from reference to query elements. For ease of re-
producibility and comparison with other attention
schemes, we integrate agglomerative attention layers
into the keras-transformer project [20] as neural net-
work layers using the Keras [21] library.
Results
Sequence Length Scaling
We first analyze the impact of agglomerative atten-
tion on computation time for isolated attention layers
with realistic embedding sizes and a range of sequence
lengths. We measure the time to compute the atten-
tion layer output for a single batch of inputs (batch
size 32, input dimension 512, 8 heads or agglomer-
ative classes) for both full and agglomerative atten-
tion, with and without temporal masking. To better
isolate the effect of algorithmic complexity and avoid
load balancing and data size issues, we measure the
average performance of these algorithms on a single
CPU core. Full details of the data generation and
analysis are provided in SI Notebook A. Runtime re-
sults are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Runtime of individual self-attention lay-
ers with respect to sequence size on a single CPU
core. Error bars indicating one standard error of the
mean over five independent replicas are smaller than
the line width and are not included. While full at-
tention exhibits a quadratic runtime with respect to
sequence size, agglomerative attention runs in weakly
increasing linear time over this range.
As can be seen in Figure 1, agglomerative attention
layers quickly begin to outperform full attention with
sequence lengths of a few hundred elements. Due to
the quadratic scaling of full attention, this gap only
widens as the sequence length increases.
Language Modeling Accuracy
While agglomerative attention is faster, it is also a
more simplistic model than dot-product attention.
To evaluate the influence of this difference on model
accuracy, we perform language modeling using gener-
ative pre-training [22] of a universal transformer de-
coder model [2] on two sets of English-language text:
text8 [23] and WikiText-2 [24]. These models predict
the next word or character in the sequence given the
text up to that point and the learned weights can
be used as a starting point for other tasks, such as
machine translation.
To enable a more detailed probe focusing on the
impact of agglomerative attention without aggressive
optimization of model hyperparameters and learning
rate schedules, we train more modestly sized net-
works (5 transformer blocks with a maximum se-
quence length of 128 elements and working width
of 64 dimensions for character-level modeling and
128 dimensions for word-level modeling) than have
been used to obtain state-of-the-art results, using the
adadelta optimizer [25]. We halt training after the
validation set loss ceases to improve for 10 epochs.
In all cases, we report average values over 5 inde-
pendent replicas, with confidence intervals indicating
one standard error of the mean. Full details of this
component of the study are provided in SI Notebook
B.
Because character-level modeling of text is strongly
sequence-dependent—with less meaning associated
with individual characters, in contrast to words—we
also investigate the use of causal convolutions [26] to
formulate richer compositions of characters as inputs
to the attention layer. Causal convolutions use asym-
metric filters that prevent sequence positions from
accessing elements that occur later in time. For net-
works that use convolution-based features, instead of
using a sequence embedding as in reference [1], we
utilize a causal convolution layer with filters of 8 se-
quence elements. For the sake of completeness, we
evaluate the use of convolutions for both character-
and word-level language modeling tasks.
Text8: Character-Level Modeling
The text8 dataset [23] consists of the first 108 char-
acters of a Wikipedia article dump from 2006. After
removing punctuation and markup and converting to
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lowercase, the remaining contents are spaces and the
26 characters of the English alphabet. We present
training curves of language models with both full and
agglomerative attention, using position embeddings
and causal convolutions, in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Average training (solid lines) and vali-
dation (dashed lines) set losses (in bits per charac-
ter) of character-level language models trained on
the text8 dataset. Models are trained using full-
or agglomerative-style attention, with sequences han-
dled using either sequence embeddings [1] or causal
convolutions [26].
While agglomerative attention performs signifi-
cantly worse than full attention when used with po-
sition embeddings, convolutions allow the model to
learn richer features that yield comparable accuracy
to full attention. We find very similar results when
evaluating these models on the test set, as shown in
Table 1.
WikiText-2: Word-Level Modeling
The WikiText-2 dataset [24] contains words from 720
Wikipedia articles with an average length of over
3500 words per article and a total vocabulary of over
33,000 words. Byte pair encoding [27] is used to
formulate a dictionary of word fragments. Training
curves for this dataset are shown in Figure 3.
While the final relative performance of the mod-
els is similar to the results for character-level mod-
eling on the text8 dataset—with the agglomerative
attention model utilizing coordinate embeddings per-
forming the worst—the gap between the models nar-
rows much more over time on the WikiText-2 dataset.
This is likely due to the increased information content
of each word-level sequence element, which makes
grouping words via convolutions less necessary for
this task. Evaluations of these models on test set
data are summarized in Table 2.
Summary and Conclusion
Here we presented agglomerative attention as a com-
ponent of transformer neural network architectures
to compute attention using linear time and space
with respect to sequence length. While we expect
agglomerative attention to be less powerful in gen-
eral than full attention, depending on the model se-
quence length it could be drastically faster. This
increased speed would allow wider networks to be
trained within the same computational resource con-
straints, which can counteract the decrease in accu-
racy.
Although the scaling-related benefits of this at-
tention mechanism are most well-pronounced in the
limit of long sequences, application-specific experi-
ments are necessary to find the optimal number of
agglomerative classes. For very long sequences, we
may expect narrow networks using few classes to only
be able to propagate vague, uninformative summaries
of the elements assigned to each class, decreasing the
accuracy of the model. For this reason, we recom-
mend that the number of attention classes be opti-
mized as a hyperparameter for practical applications
of this method.
We would expect agglomerative attention to be
most accurate when sequence elements have rich
meaning individually. When the order of elements
is of comparable importance to the identity of the el-
ement itself—as in character-level modeling of text—
creating compositions of elements via convolutional
layers seems to work well as an alternative.
One could imagine many extensions or variations
to the attention model presented here. For example, a
hybrid method could involve a coarse, agglomerative-
like step taking the top ` sequence elements for each
of m cluster assignments followed by full attention for
all elements within each cluster assignment, for work
proportional to m`2. Similarly, formulating locality-
sensitive attention mechanisms—whether locality is
directly embedded in the attention layer as in star
transformers [13] or implicitly included as with the
convolutional layer features shown here—seems to be
a good method to account for both short-term, de-
tailed correlations at the level of the sequence element
as well as longer-term correlations at the sample level.
In summary, we have demonstrated a simple model
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Table 1: Number of weights, average test set loss in bits per character (BPC) over five replicas, and typical
training time per epoch of character-level models shown in Figure 2 on the text8 dataset.
Attention type Sequence encoding Model size Test BPC Epoch time (s)
Full Embedding 64.2K 2.271± 0.0048 75
Full Convolution 88.5K 2.177± 0.0040 81
Agglomerative Embedding 57.0K 2.52± 0.013 54
Agglomerative Convolution 81.4K 2.183± 0.0035 57
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Figure 3: Average training (solid) and validation (dashed) set loss and perplexity of word-level language
models for the WikiText-2 dataset over five statistical replicas.
for attention in sequence-based neural architectures.
This simplicity enables better scaling with respect
to sequence length at the cost of a less precise at-
tention calculation. We expect the scaling benefits
of this method to be most well-pronounced for long
sequences, and the attention fidelity to be the best
when each sequence element is rich in information
content. We hope that models like those presented
here will drive far-reaching improvements not only in
natural language processing, but also in other places
where sequence-based networks have been used by
the scientific community, such as chemistry [28] and
biology [29].
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